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The Sadhu Vaswani Mission with a rich heritage of character building education 
established Sadhu Vaswani International School in Moshi Pradhikaran in year 2012 for 
the girls and the boys to impart value based education. 
The school aims at nurturing every child’s inner potential to turn him into a complete 
individual as we know that today’s children are the builders of the nation.   Academic 
intelligence needs to be accompanied by a ‘good character’ and ultimately each 
individual needs to be a ‘good and responsible human being’. The school will always 
emphasise on these qualities. 
With the blessings of Sadhu Vaswani and Rev Dadaji, the school is shaping up well. At 
present we have 740 students from Nursery to Std. X. Our first batch of 9 students 
passed out in 2018 with 100% results and a topper Isha Walunj securing 90.4% .  
 

 

 
We have already received affiliation for Std. 11 and 12 for the Science and the Commerce 
stream and the application for the Arts stream is in process. 
At SVIS by maintaining the class strength of 26 in every section, we try to give children 
personal attention and ensure quality time too.  
The day in school is fun-filled! Along with their academic classes, children dance and sing, 
they swim, they skate and go back home looking forward to school, again the next day. 



In the words of Sadhu Vaswani, "The root of education is reverence. The fruit of 
education is service" In keeping with this ideal, we undertake social service activities 
throughout the year. When children serve the underprivileged, they realise that life 
cannot be made available on a platter for everyone.  
All our SEVA activities are managed by children earning money with their own efforts. 
This also helps us to teach them the dignity of labour. 
 

 This year by painting umbrellas and by selling them to the parents, we earned a 
profit of Rs. 10000/- which was given to the SIRF Soldiers Independent 
Rehabilitation Foundation to sponsor the education of women who lost their 
husbands at the borders. A part of the earnings was used for ‘go-seva’ – to feed 
the cows at panjarpol. 

 
 

 Our pre-primary students earned a profit of Rs. 3200/- in a sabji Mandi set up by 
them for the parents. It was a project of learning by doing. These funds were used 
to sponsor a snack to the construction workers on Raksha Bandhan. 



 

 
 
  

 Our ‘Diwali Mela’ was a grand success. Children made lanterns, painted diyas and 
sold them to the parent community. We made a profit of Rs. 24040/-. We used 
these funds through SIRF – for sponsoring education for a girl child. 



 
 To support the nationwide ‘no plastic bags campaign’, our children painted 100 

cloth bags with a message on saving environment. Sold them to the parents Rs. 
15250/- This fund was used as a donation for the children in the families who lost 
their lives in Pulwama Terrorist attack.  

 

 

 
 

 SEVA – Mavshi Kaka Fun Fair 



As a part of thanks giving week, the students of SVIS conducted a fun fair for Mavshis, 
Kakas, watchmen, bus drivers and bus attendants.  Children put up the stalls of 
entertainment, fun games, mehendi, tattoo and touched their hearts.  

 

We, at SVIS, believe in following the path of “Live and Help Live”.  

We are proud to say that all children in our school know that they have the potential to 
be a contributing member of society. 
This year, as our beloved Dadaji left us in His physical form, we conducted all activities at 
school to spread the message of peace and love through SEVA. 
 
Dada Shyam! 


